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The public sphere is an important frame of reference for understanding the role of journalism in society. Public sphere is a system of communication between the state and civil society (Habermas 1998; 2006) and therefore it is the ultimate context in which journalism operates. Journalism is one of the many institutions or agents that function in the public sphere. Journalism’s public position, however, is quite central because it creates, maintains and shapes the public sphere, so that civil society and institutions of the state can interact and democracy function in an open manner. This significant public position of journalism brings along responsibilities: Habermas argues that journalism should be self-regulating and there should be a proper feedback loop between journalism and citizens (Habermas 2006, 420–423). Habermas thus challenges journalism to be more accessible, transparent and connective in relation to the public sphere.

In this article, the notion of the public sphere is taken as a starting point in discussing the role of journalism in society from a specific angle, namely that of public journalism (Rosen 1999; Glasser 1999). Public journalism (or civic journalism) is an American-based journalistic reform movement and an idea which aims at connecting the media more closely with its readers, and readers with public life (Haas 2007). It is a normative idea that aspires – very much in line with Habermas’s claims – for a more diverse, deliberative, active and connective journalism (Ahva 2010, 48–54). In this article, it is suggested that public journalism can benefit from deepening its understanding of the public sphere, because the conceptualization of “the public” in public journalism literature has not been consistent. The aim of this article is to offer an elaborated public sphere theory for public journalism.

This aim has been chosen because of various reasons. Firstly, public journalism has previously been mostly defined by its practice and not by theoretical formulations. This is due to the fact that public journalism was concretely invented through a series of practical experiments (e.g. Friedland 2003). For
example Glasser and Lee (2002, 206) argue that public journalism’s propositions have been organized around general themes: it has not been part of a logically developed, historically formed, and internally coherent theory or philosophy of journalism.

Secondly, a deepened understanding of the public sphere is needed because existing theorizations about public journalism have been framed by conventional journalism and its professional norms. Public journalism has been foremost defined by perceived flaws in conventional journalism (Haas 2007, 46). Therefore “journalism” in the concept of public journalism has been more defining than the aspect of “public”. Public journalism literature has been shaped by the wave of professional criticism that has centred on the journalistic norms of autonomy, democracy and objectivity (Ahva 2010, 89–94). Naturally, public journalism as a reform movement is tied to the already existing norms; it has sprung from the perceived shortcomings in those standards. But in theoretical sense, it would be beneficial to take a step away from the professional-centred way of conceiving public journalism.

Thirdly, this article is inspired by the “public philosophy” by Tanni Haas, the latest attempt to actually address the public nature of public journalism with theoretical analysis. Haas (2007, Chapter 2) suggests that public journalism should aim at bringing about an open, deliberating public sphere in which journalists share their authority with citizens in setting the public agenda. Moreover, journalists should help nurture a public sphere composed of multiple discursive domains and that broadly based problem solving should be taken as a key aim in public journalism. Haas has taken Habermas’s (1989) notion of “the deliberating public” and Frasers’ (1992) criticism thereof as starting points of his theoretical discussion.

However, in this article, I wish to broaden Haas’s theoretical scope and discuss the ways in which the public sphere has been theorized by Habermas particularly in his later writings (Habermas 1998; Habermas 2006) in which he explicitly addresses the role of journalism in the public sphere. Additionally, I will discuss the work of other relevant public sphere scholars in order to be able to address the open questions of public journalism theory more broadly. I will thus continue Haas’s work by concentrating on the foundational and theoretically based principles that would clearly explicate what the “publicness” of public journalism is. The main question of this article thus is: What does the public sphere stand for or could stand for in public journalism?
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I will offer a theoretical analysis of five open questions regarding the public sphere to which public journalism needs to relate itself more clearly. I will discuss (1) the structure of the public sphere; (2) the role of citizens in the public sphere; (3) the idea and aim of deliberation; (4) the function of the public sphere as a site for public opinion formation; and (5) the relationship between the public sphere and democratic frameworks.  

Structure of the public sphere: Single sphere or multiple publics?

The first question deals with how to consider the structure of the public sphere: as a single sphere or as multiple public spheres? Public journalism does not usually clearly advocate for either of the conceptions even if there are some authors (e.g. Haas & Steiner 2001, Haas 2007) who argue for understanding the public sphere in terms of counter-publics.

In *Structural Transformation* Habermas suggests that the public sphere as a concept can be regarded in singular, since smaller publics are always aware of being part of the larger public sphere (Habermas 1989, 37). But he also points to the idea that the public sphere is not unitary by identifying the literary public sphere as well as the political public sphere (Habermas 1989, Chapter 7). In any case, Habermas has been largely interpreted as theorist who argues for a single and unitary public sphere – and a significant debate has resulted. Habermas has been criticized for seeing the public sphere as something unified, singular and therefore exclusive (e.g. Fraser 1992, also Mouffe in Carpenter & Cammaerts 2006). Even if this debate was based on a misreading of early Habermas, this discussion is important to take into account, since it may help us to understand the various aspects from which the public sphere is viewed at.

The debate is further affected by translation: the original German concept of *Öffentlichkeit* does not suggest as strong a spatial and singular connotation as the English translation of the “public sphere”. Splichal (2006, 507) notes that translating *Öffentlichkeit* “the public sphere” surpassed the traditional conceptualizations of “the public” (or the French “le public”) and
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1. This article is based on my PhD research. For an extended version of this theoretical discussion as well as empirical study on public journalism in Finland, see Ahva 2010.
thus also the work of theorists such as Jeremy Bentham, Gabriel Tarde, Walter Lippmann and John Dewey who had conceptualized “the public” before Habermas. To make things more complicated, Habermas and his critics are not consistent in their use of the terms “the public sphere” and “the public”.

However, in his later work Habermas is more explicit. According to him, the public sphere is conceptually fruitful term, but he express explicitly that in practice the public sphere is differentiated into several publics. In *Between Facts and Norms*, Habermas writes that the public sphere has become differentiated into several publics, either according to issues or themes, or according to the way in which publics are organized (Habermas 1998, 373–374). In his 2006 article, he furthermore explicitly points out that the public sphere is composed of different layers and issue-based publics (Habermas 2006, 25).

Friedland et al (2006, 6; 23–24) have reworked Habermas’s theory. They introduce an idea that the public sphere is assuming an increasingly networked structure. Like Habermas, the authors underline the coexistence of the strong, political public sphere and the weaker, informal public sphere that are interconnected via networks. The informal public sphere is an important sphere for communicative action because it draws from the everyday life and can be related to the larger structures of public discourse through the networked structures and networked communication.

Fraser (1992), one of the most prominent of Habermas’s critics, has underlined the need to recognize the existence of several publics. Fraser argues that Habermas’s whole narrative is informed by an underlying assumption that confinement to a single public sphere is a positive and desirable state of affairs (Fraser 1992, 116; 122). Therefore subordinate groups may become absorbed into a false “we” that merely reflects the more powerful and excludes the plurality provided by minorities (Fraser 1992, 123). Marx Ferree et al (2002, 309) point out that according to constructivist critics such as Fraser, the dialogue in the unitary public sphere is not as desirable as the dialogue in autonomous and separate cultural domains or “free spaces” in which individuals may speak together supportively and develop their identities free from the conformity pressures of the mainstream.

Indeed, the whole debate points to the question of whether we should talk about “publicness” instead of “the public sphere”, since the latter term seems to lead us to disputes that might even hinder further theorizing. Taylor (2004, 83) argues that the public sphere should be seen as one of the “social imag-
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In the context of modern society, the term “public” refers to a collective construct, an imagination that has become so evident for us that it is hard to conceive a society without it (Taylor 2004, 99). Despite the spatial and singular metaphor of the public sphere, it remains a fruitful concept if we consider it as a mode of collective understanding about our social existence; an imaginary that is carried in everyday practices, not merely in social theory (Taylor 2004, 23-24; Heikkilä & Kunelius 2006, 66-67). If we conceptualize the public sphere as a social imaginary, it also enables us to realize that we simply cannot escape the concept of the public sphere, in singular. The concept allows us firstly to conceive publicness and secondly to consider it as being constituted of smaller “actualized” publics.

Splichal (2006) maintains that we need to see the idea of “public/ness” as the basis and the principle on which the concept of the public sphere is founded. In addition, Heikkilä and Kunelius (2006, 65) point out that the “language of space” that the term public sphere connotes often directs our imagination by suggesting that questions regarding the public sphere are connected to the question of where. They suggest that one way out of this dilemma is to see the public sphere as action, much like pragmatist philosophers such as Dewey, whose theorizations have indeed acted as an initial theoretical spark for the early public journalism scholars (e.g. Rosen 1999). Dewey sees that the public sphere is always a social formation defined by interaction between people (Kunelius 2004, 99). It is also useful to remember Habermas’s notion that the public sphere is formed and reproduced through communication; it is a communication structure and not an institution (Habermas 1998, 360). Understanding the public sphere as communication allows us to see that the diversity of communication in society may lead to diversity of publics.

Therefore, I suggest that for public journalism the best way to understand the structure of the public sphere is to consider publicness as the defining principle and consider the public sphere as being comprised of multiple publics that may emerge, dissolve or linger and that are interconnected via networks. Thus, in public journalism theory, we need a conception of an overarching public sphere in order to have a relevant discussion about the possibilities and limitations of public journalism to bring forth diversity of citizen opinions from sub-publics into the public sphere, and ultimately have an impact on the policy making processes. However, we also need to recognize the plurality.
of publics within the public sphere in order to be able to evaluate how well public journalism succeeds in connecting the sub-publics with each other.

**Citizens’ role in the public sphere: Agents or representatives?**

Public journalism takes citizens into the journalistic focus by reporting about citizens’ issues and taking them along into the news making process. But should citizens be seen as representatives of the citizenry or as active agents? This question has been somewhat unclear in public journalism literature, since some of the practices, such as citizen surveys, have relied on representative citizen conception and others, such as deliberative discussions on active agent conception. The representative framework implies that the ultimate authority in society rests with the citizenry, but that their public activity is not central for the function of the public sphere and therefore they are seen in a more abstract frame (Marx Ferree et al 2002, 290-291). The agency framework, in turn, suggests that citizens are the most important communicators in the public sphere.

Habermas’s view on citizens as active agents is linked to his idea that it is the citizens who produce the public sphere with their communication. The role of citizens as active agents is thus fundamental because without citizens there would be no public sphere to begin with: communicative freedom allows citizens to take part in deliberation (Habermas 1998, 364). However, Habermas consistently views that even if civic activity takes place in the public sphere, the decision making ultimately takes place in the parliamentary organs (see Habermas 1994). One can say that Habermas’s view of civic agency has a dual orientation (Habermas 1994, 6–7): on the one hand, civic activity is required in order to construct the public sphere, and on the other hand, civic activity in the form of deliberation is needed in order to produce public opinion and thus affect the political system with that opinion.

In his 2006 article, Habermas briefly touches a third point, namely that of civic agency as a process of learning or empowerment: civic agency can also strengthen citizens’ identities and their capabilities to act (Habermas 2006, 414). Thus, he moves closer to Fraser (1992, 125) who points out that the public spheres are not just arenas for the formation of public opinion; they are
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also arenas for the formation and enactment of social identities. However, for Habermas, civic activity without democratic representation is not effective. For him the public is recruited from the entire citizenry. It is the idea of belonging to a larger representative group that acts as a guarantee of the public sphere’s ability to work properly: to signal the state about current problems of civil society at large. Even so, Habermas cannot be entirely situated among advocates of representative liberal democratic theory, such as Walter Lippmann (1965 [1922]; 1925), who consider that the public sphere should rather include citizens through their representatives than through participation (Marx Ferree et al 2002, 291-292).

The agency aspect of public sphere theory is prominently explicated for example by John Dewey and Hannah Arendt: they consider the relationship of civic agency and the public sphere to be central. For them, communication and interaction ultimately define the possibility for social and political life. For example, according to Dewey (cited in Kunelius 2004, 103), it is only through interaction with others that the individual becomes a conscious agent. Arendt’s theory of publicness relies on the fact that people “can experience meaningfulness only because they can talk with and make sense to each other and to themselves” (Arendt 1958, 4). For Arendt, being truly public means to be able to act and start something new, to be able to use one’s public freedom. For her, civic action has a rather precise and demanding meaning: action always causes exceptions to the routine behaviour people so easily conform to (Rosen 1991, 274-275).

The idea of active citizen engagement in the public sphere is sometimes criticized by empirical findings that indicate citizens’ disinterest and increasing passiveness in political and public life. However, according to Hermes (2006), for example, the cultural studies perspective suggests that we should widen the concept of the public sphere in order to recognize the importance of popular culture as a platform of the lifeworld – as it is the lifeworld to which the public sphere is rooted in. Therefore, we do not have to consider citizens’ passiveness in the “serious” platforms of the public sphere so alarming: citizenship is also nurtured in the broader domain of media culture, especially now that the media landscape is changing so rapidly (Hermes 2006; Livingstone 2005). Thus, the everyday talk (and other forms of “weak” deliberation) that takes place for instance in the context of popular culture could indeed be
seen as a basis of public discourse that has relevance for the political public sphere.

An in-between position between the two viewpoints represented here can be exemplified by Michael Schudson’s (1998) term “monitorial citizenship”. He suggests that citizens engage in environmental surveillance rather than active information gathering and enactment. The state of citizenship may be seemingly inactive, but since citizens constantly monitor and scan their informational environment they have the potential to become alerted to action when faced with public issues that are meaningful for them. Citizens may form floating or temporary coalitions to deal with the issues, and then after a while the coalitions may dissolve. (See Shudson 1998, 294–314; Merrit & McCombs 2004, 30–32.)

How should public journalism theory relate to this debate? Public journalism cannot bypass the role of citizens as representatives of a larger population and the framework of the representative democratic system in which it operates. Moreover, representation lends citizens’ views legitimacy and authority in the public sphere (Blumer 1948). But at the same time public journalism theory is deeply rooted in the framework of citizen activity here represented by theorists such as Dewey and Arendt. Citizens’ interaction and capability for creating something new with their action form the basis of public journalism’s underlying experimental-normative assumptions: public journalism ought to take part in maintaining the public sphere by recognizing the potential activity that citizens have, by addressing the public in a way that initiates and encourages citizen activity. In terms of political and everyday citizen activity, public journalism should link the formal with the informal, so that the political public sphere would be connected with the experiences rooted in the lifeworld. In addition, public journalism should encourage citizen activity in relation to the news organization, but the motivation of this encouragement should not merely focus on the aim of getting citizens to contact the newsroom, but in getting citizens involved in public life.
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**Goal of deliberation: Problem-solving or issue recognition?**

Public journalism theory takes deliberation as a key element of public life. However, it is somewhat unclear as to what the aim of deliberation is that public journalists advocate. It has not been clearly articulated whether public journalism builds itself on an idea of the public sphere where deliberation strives for solutions; or is deliberation rather a process during which certain issues are recognized (for similar argument see Haas 2007). The latter view means that sometimes the process of public opinion formation through deliberation is seen more important than solutions because the deliberative process brings forth issues and reveals viewpoints of the public and therefore also creates a public that is concerned about this common issue (Dewey 1954; Kunesius 2004, 98).

Habermas places his theory into the frame of deliberative democracy. In this framework, however, the public in itself does not have to come up with solutions. Public deliberation is seen as a process that produces public opinion, but this opinion is not a solution, it merely acts as a method of control and guidance. Public deliberation does not have to – and in fact, the public sphere as a rather weak formation cannot – end up with solutions. Instead, it produces considered public opinions (Habermas 2006, 414). Moreover, it is significant that these opinions, concerns or questions are detected, thematized and problematized in public deliberation and in the media, and that – ideally - everyone who is affected by the issues is included in this process (Habermas 1998, 365). Hence, the public sphere is part of the process of social problem-solving, but it cannot be the primary site of finding solutions.

Recent public sphere theorists tightly connected to deliberative democratic theory, have highlighted problem-solving as the key result of the deliberative process. For example, Benhabib (in an interview with Karin Wahl-Jorgensen) notes that we should not forget that deliberation is a decision-making process; it is not just a conversation. Hence there is always the urgency of coming to some kind of conclusion (Wahl-Jorgensen 2008, 966). For pragmatist theorists like John Dewey, the essence of deliberation is its result in the formation of the public itself. Dewey (1954) sees that a public consists of all those who are directly and indirectly affected by the consequences of a given action. The
realization that these consequences need to be jointly controlled ends up in the formation of a public. According to this understanding, the idea that people recognize certain “symptoms” and detect problems is the key factor that binds people together into a public. In a Deweyan sense, issue recognition refers to the process in which publics become aware of themselves. The goal of public deliberation is to phrase or thematize the issues from the perspective and in the language of civil society and everyday life so that the public can recognize itself in public discourse (Kunelius 2004, 100-101).

In terms of public journalism theory, the dilemma between problem-solving and issue recognition remains interesting. It is obvious that public journalism theory owes greatly to the Deweyan tradition by considering that the task of public journalism is to aid citizens in recognizing issues and coming together as publics. Based on this background, some public journalism scholars have taken a step forward towards deliberative theory and suggested that public problem-solving should be taken as the key aim of the idea (Rosen 1999, Sirianni & Friedland 2001, Haas 2007). Haas (2007, 41–46) argues that the problem-solving model suggests that the public sphere should be considered in more expansive and inclusive terms than before, to consider the public sphere as an inclusive terrain in which some problems may be resolvable by citizens but other problems may require collaboration between citizens, experts and government officials.

However, I consider problem-solving a demanding task and therefore would not over-emphasized it as the core outcome of deliberation with regard to public journalism. The solution-oriented idea of public deliberation suggested by scholars is supportable, but could be toned down by the fact that issue recognition is a valuable outcome in itself. For example, feminist scholars point out that the process of public discussion is significant in its empowering ability, and its public nature may bring forth new understandings and recognition of distinctive standpoints of participants (Marx Ferrée et al 2002, 307-308). In this question I would thus incline to Habermas’s view that journalism should foster social problem-solving in a broad sense. It is enough for public journalism to encourage deliberation and use deliberative methods without the burden of having to bring about solutions. Solutions and suggestions may result from public journalism practices, but a too intense solution-orientation may even paralyze the process.
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Function of the public sphere: Finding consensus or highlighting conflict?

The next juxtaposition deals with consensus-oriented deliberation and open-ended, even conflicting communication as a function of the public sphere. Public journalism literature has not explicitly addressed the question of whether journalism should strive for a process of public opinion formation, which ends in a consensus (collective unanimous opinion of a number of people), or rather, should it act as an open arena and take care of the fact that all the relevant viewpoints appear in the public sphere. According to the first view, consensus is seen as a frame that defines the nature of interaction in the public sphere. The latter view appreciates the fact that varying, even conflicting and passionate views get to be presented in the public sphere.

Habermas’s early views were based on the historically defined idea of the bourgeois public sphere and highlighted the importance of reaching a consensus in rational-critical debate. The task of the public sphere was to settle “conflicts of interest” (Habermas 1989, 198). However, in his later writings, he shifts the focus to modern forms and the political public sphere and ceases to emphasize the idea of consensus. Instead, he refers to “approval” or “agreement” as necessary elements in producing truly public opinions (Habermas 1998, 362). Habermas argues that preferences and attitudes – which are always sources of conflict – cannot be separated from opinion formation, but participants can be separated from putting these dispositions into action (Habermas 1998, 361–362). By this, he refers to the fact that the deliberative process ought to be embedded in a shared understanding of the rules and practices of public communication, which emphasize rationality. In other words, Habermas seems to loosen his emphasis on consensus as a product of deliberation, but he does not loosen his position on rationality as a shared understanding of the nature of public communication. A certain degree of rationality is always apparent in language-based human communication that aims at achieving understanding (Habermas 1984 [1981], 75), and understanding is always needed for reciprocal communication in society. The function of the public sphere is to produce “plurality of considered public opinions” (Habermas 2006, 13), but these opinions are indeed plural, and therefore, they need not to be consensual.
However, opinion formation is still more important for Habermas than the mere appearance of ideas. This is naturally linked to the central element of deliberation in his thinking. Deliberation is always a reasoning process, and therefore, it always produces more than a set of individual ideas. Although Habermas admits that consensus is rarely reached, he continues to insist that we must go on assuming that consensus is in principle possible, or otherwise, political disputes would degenerate into purely strategic struggles for power (Bauernfeind 2007, 488; Karpinnen et al. 2008, 7).

A substantial theory of publicness that emphasizes appearance rather than consensus is brought forward by Hannah Arendt (1958). For her, the public realm is composed of the “space of appearance” and the “common world”. The space of appearance is needed so that a reality becomes comprehensible: something that appears (is being seen or heard) constitutes reality. The public realm provides this possibility for appearance, which is necessary also for the establishment of our public identities and for the assessment of the actions of others. This space of appearance comes into existence in interaction, in speech and persuasion. The common world is the other aspect of the public realm. This is the world of human artefacts and institutions that we have common experience and knowledge of; and this commonality also holds people and publicness together. (See Arendt 1958, 50–58; d’Entremont 1994, 140–143.) The role of the common world is important since mere appearance without context guarantees no understanding and thus no meaningful public life (Silverstone 2007, 26). The concepts stress the importance of appearance over reaching a consensus, but even if Arendt does not underscore consensus, she suggests that political life cannot be solely based on differences and separations. This is due to the fact that difference without acknowledging a shareable identity leads to isolation, which then might lead to political impotence (Silverstone 2007, 36).

Some theorists do not follow the route provided by Arendt or Habermas, but they maintain that the aim of achieving consensus in the public sphere is problematic to begin with because human society is unequal and conflicting. For them, the deliberative process masks underlying power relations. Subordinate groups may not be able to take part in public discourse due to the lack of cultural competence. For example, Fraser (1992, 119–120; 125) notes that if we consider the public sphere to be composed of multiple publics, the interaction is as likely to become conflicting, as it is likely to be deliberative. In
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addition, Blumer sees that functioning public interaction is always characterized by oppositions, not by single-mindedness (Blumer 1999, 22-23; Blumer 1948, 545).

Discordant communication is seen as a goal in itself. This argument is brought forward by a recent prominent critic of deliberation, Chantal Mouffe (1999, 2005). She argues that the idea of deliberation and especially the aim of consensus wipe out the dimensions of power and antagonism that are always present in the social and thus in the public sphere (Mouffe 2005, 24). Mouffe does not see the elements of conflict and disagreement as barriers to public discussion, but as elements that indeed make public discussion and exchange of opinions possible. Antagonism emerges in all forms of social life, especially in politics and the public sphere. Therefore, Mouffe thinks that it is simply impossible to find a rationally based consensus in the public sphere without walling out anyone, i.e. without starting to reduce the very degree of publicness (Mouffe 1999; 2005). Therefore, the public sphere should be considered a site for the expression of dissensus and passions and an arena in which the political nature of society is made explicit (Mouffe 2005, 24; Carpentier & Cammaerts 2006, 973).

Is there any way of finding common ground between consensus-oriented and conflict-oriented theorists? In a way Mouffe addresses similar issues as Habermas, who points out that the validity claims in public discourse ought to be tested, questioned and contested. Karppinen et al (2008) out that contrary to some readings, neither Habermas nor Mouffe would embrace full consensus or unlimited pluralism. Therefore, both theorists could be used as perspectives that reveal problems and shortcomings in political and social reality. These insights may help us to study deliberation between people as a form of communication in which people accept each other’s colliding positions as legitimate. (See Karppinen et al, 2008, 6-11.)

Public journalism aims to foster public deliberation, and therefore, it is closely connected to the Habermasian framework. Additionally, following Arendt, it agrees that the possibility for public appearance in itself can be significant for marginalized groups. Therefore, public journalism theory should aim at what Habermas calls the “plurality of considered public opinions”, thus not adhering to the notion of consensus as a collective and unanimous closure, but allowing citizens to express their considered opinions. Moreover, as in the case of problem-solving, a too tight theoretical adherence to consensus might
work against the practice of public journalism. What public journalism theory may learn from critics of Habermas, then, is that that moral disagreements, conflicts and unequal power relations are inherent in human life and should not be treated as obstacles, but as points of departure for public discussion – however, not as the essential focus of journalistic coverage.

**Democratic orientation: Ideal or practical?**

The final question deals with the concept of democracy. The theory of public journalism certainly fits in to the models of participatory and deliberative democracy. Should this link be made more explicit, or would public journalism benefit from remaining outside of ideal democratic models and accept the fact that most often journalism functions in a democratic system that is institutional, representational and based on competitive elections?

In Habermas’s public sphere theory the driving force behind democracy is twofold: on the one hand, Habermas emphasizes civic participation and deliberation, and on the other hand, he trusts the experts in the parliamentary systems to take care of the “burden” of decision making. In my view, Habermas’s theory gradually drifts closer to an of democracy, but he holds on to the idea that in practice this deliberative model is situated a representative system of democracy, in which public opinion may “point the use of administrative power in specific directions” (Habermas 1994, 9).

As a ideal, Habermas’s public sphere theory is participatory and deliberative, but as he tries to fit his normative view into the practical-empirical setting of the modern political public sphere, he also acknowledges the role of the elite actors, especially in his later writings. He summarizes that in the political public sphere experts give advice, lobbyists and advocates represent interest groups and marginalized voices, moral entrepreneurs generate attention to neglected issues, and intellectuals promote general interests (Habermas 2006, 416). Their role, however, should not overpower that of citizens. His later theory is thus directed towards agents who are already well situated within the political public sphere, but it is less clear how his ideas might serve such agents in the public sphere that are excluded from the centres of power but desire a participatory entry (Huspek 2007, 332).
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The question of ideal vs. practical democratic framework can be further discussed by referring to the classic Lippmann vs. Dewey debate (cf. Schudson 2008; Malmberg 2009) on the nature of democracy. Lippmann advocates administrative democracy by stating that “it is on the men inside, under conditions that are sound, that the daily administrations of society must rest” (Lippmann 1965, 251). This means that there is a clear distinction between the public who observes, and experts and politicians who act. For Schudson (2008) Lippmann appears as a theorist who wishes to harness experts to a legitimately democratic function as the advisers of politically elected decision-makers. Dewey, in turn, regarded that public opinion is formulated in discussion and embedded in lived experience. Dewey argued that people’s experiential knowledge should be utilized in a democratic way, via public discussion and participation. His dialogical and experience-centred view was thus fundamentally different from Lippmann’s individualistic and knowledge-centred view of democracy. (See Dewey 1954, 217–219; Malmberg 2009; Carey 1989, 79.)

Mouffe (2005) makes a distinction between “the political” as the inherent and experiential conflict-driven nature of society and “politics” as the institutional handling of current issues by experts and politicians. By bearing in mind this distinction – and especially the fact that we need to have some kind of interplay between the two terrains (Mouffe 2005, 970) – we can see more clearly why it may be problematic to consider experts or technocracy as the driving force of a democratically functioning public sphere. If we consider that our society is embedded in “the political”, as Mouffe suggests, we cannot ignore the active role that people inherently have as citizens in their right to “politicize” issues. This means that citizens can make explicit the power relations in seemingly non-political issues and make connections to larger societal problems, and thus bring them up as topics of discussion in the public sphere.

Cultural studies scholars argue that parts of society that are not traditionally seen as political or public also possess democratic potential (Dahlgren 2006). For instance, Hermes (2006, 40) argues that varying forms of popular culture and the “hidden debates” that take place in everyday settings should be taken seriously by public sphere theorists. Livingstone (2005, 19) suggests that it is important to see beyond the formal political system because citizen participation is increasingly a matter of identity, belonging and lifestyle, not merely a matter of formal and politically defined citizen status. Indeed, Marx
Ferree et al (2002, 310) define “the political” as the societal dimension and power relations that are woven into lifestyles, cultural activities and family life. Thus the task of the media would be to actively seek out the political in everyday life. These perspectives suggest that we should not adhere to the existing practices and ways of seeing democracy merely in line with the representative framework and formal politics. However, they do not embrace the idea of deliberative democracy, either. More importantly, these perspectives seem to transgress the lines between the public and private, so that everyday life issues could be handled in public, in order to reveal the political dimension of these issues.

A recent contribution to understanding the current state of democracy - that can be placed between the participatory and representative frames - is introduced by John Keane (2009) who suggests that democracy ought to be understood in terms of monitoring, i.e. public scrutiny and control of state and non-state institutions. Keane argues that the basic institutions and legitimating spirit of representative democracy have undergone major permutations after the Second World War. Representative form of democracy that used to be dominant has now been mixed and combined with new extra-parliamentary ways of public monitoring: citizens’ juries, advisory boards, consumer councils, social forums, blogs etc. In monitory democracy, the centrality of elections, political parties and parliaments is weakening, though not lost altogether. The rules of democratic accountability, representation and public participation are applied to a much wider range of settings and in much more complex manner than before. The new monitory institutions are defined by a commitment to strengthen the diversity and influence of citizens’ voices and to supplement the outcome of elections. (See Keane 2009, xxii-xxix; 686-747; Schudson 1998.)

What does the debate about ideal vs. realist democracy mean for public journalism? I consider that public journalism should adhere to the notion of deliberation, and thus to the theories of deliberative and participatory democracies as normative and ideal visions. These visions act as frames within which public journalism is able to justify its aim to assist publics to realize themselves. However, for public journalism as a movement that is also practical, it should be fruitful to state more concretely how public journalism can make a difference in the actually existing societal context that is still largely election based, representative and expert-oriented. Here, the notion of moni-
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tory democracy can be useful: public journalism can itself be seen as a form of public monitoring. It could act as a force that politicizes topics in a citizen-oriented manner. Public journalism should thus position itself more clearly as a connective agent that aims to build a link between citizens’ participation and the formal political system in a way that does not neglect the experiences of the subaltern publics that are often ruled out of the formal political system.

The “public” in public journalism

The five questions considered here can help us produce a theoretical basis for public journalism that is more deeply rooted in public sphere theories. Based on the public sphere theories reviewed above, I conclude that public journalism would benefit from developing its practices on a wide theoretical basis that draws broadly from Habermas but also from his critics and earlier theorists. I suggest that if public journalism considers itself truly public it needs to recognize that the public sphere constitutes multiple publics, which are actively formed by citizens, but in which finding solutions is not always easy, since the nature of the public sphere is political and conflicting. In addition, the public sphere is kept alive by providing possibilities for appearance, participation and deliberation. In Table 1, I have summarized the suggested elaborated conception of the public sphere in public journalism.

Firstly, it is fruitful to maintain the idea of a singular public sphere, but to stress that it is a varying, non-spatial and actively formed terrain that features various sub-publics. For public journalism this means that it is journalism’s task to identify the multiple emerging “seeds” of publics in civil society. Journalism should take care of the fact that plurality provided by the issue-based publics is recognized; i.e. they need to be encouraged in order to make the public sphere more multifaceted. Moreover, it means that journalism could facilitate the formation of these publics and take them into journalistic focus when relevant. Through this kind of activity, the already recognized sub-publics could become more aware of themselves and indeed more active, and the less recognized counter-publics could become seen as legitimate parts of the public sphere. In addition, public journalism in every platform should recognize the networked (and technologically aided) way in which individuals communicate with each other and come together as publics.
Theoretically elaborated public sphere conception for public journalism

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Structure of the public sphere</th>
<th>Multiple evolving publics that make up the public sphere. Public journalism’s task is to promote the diversity of publics and connect them with one another and to the joint public sphere.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2. Role of citizens in the public sphere</td>
<td>Formal/representative citizenship status provides legitimacy for civic agents in the public sphere, but more important for public journalism it is to encourage citizen activity and the formation of publics. In public journalism, activity is important in relation to news organizations but more importantly to public life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Goal of deliberation</td>
<td>The public sphere is a site for deliberation that enables solution finding, but problem-solving does not have to be the ultimate goal of public journalism. Fostering deliberation is more important in the sense that it reveals issues that require joint processing.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Function of the public sphere</td>
<td>The public sphere is an inclusive site for presenting conflicting views, and the opportunity for public appearance is also significant in its ability to empower. Consensus-formation is unlikely, but common understanding and considered opinions should be sought after.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Model of democracy</td>
<td>An attachment to the ideal of deliberative-participatory democracy that is centred on “the political.” Links to the formal political system should be established: e.g. by considering public journalism as a form of public monitoring.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Summary of the concept of the public sphere for public journalism theory.

Secondly, it needs to be stressed that citizens indeed are the agents who construct the public sphere. A central challenge for public journalism is therefore to consider how journalism can be part of producing content and news stories that would launch the potential in individuals to become citizens, to become active firstly by recognizing themselves as a public and secondly, engaging in public life. These themes have already been broadly discussed by public journalism scholars, but it needs to be underlined that various forms of thinking, speaking, listening and acting should be widely recognized as publicly relevant. This requires sensitivity from public journalists in seeing the social and political (or the lifeworld), and not just politics (the system) as legitimate areas of coverage. Understanding the role of citizens in these terms means considering civic activity firstly in relation to public life at large and only secondly in relation to the needs of news organizations.
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Thirdly, it is most fruitful to consider the public sphere as a social entity in which issue recognition is as important as solution-orientation. As such, it is important to notice the potential nature of citizens as problem-solvers. Citizen-based problem-solving can indeed be maintained as a valid public journalism practice where appropriate. It may empower the public to see the possibility of proposing solutions, not just reacting to the solutions that are offered to them by the elite. But it needs to be considered where and how far does the ability of the public extend in terms of executing the solutions that it comes up with. These considerations have to be taken into account in order to avoid the disillusionment of citizens who take part in public journalism projects (Haas 2007). Therefore, in public journalism, problem-solving does not have to be the ultimate goal; it is more important to engage people in public life and aid publics in the realization of themselves.

The fourth question dealt with consensus and conflict. Public journalism does not have to identify itself with an understanding of deliberation that emphasizes consensus, as it is an unlikely outcome. However, it does not have to take conflict as the new buzzword either. Concentrating only on conflict and ignoring connectedness might lead to a kind of journalism that promotes civic activity only in isolated and populist terms, or take a step back towards classical news values that endorse conflict. Public journalism could aim at politicizing seemingly apolitical issues, and thus make an intervention to and provide input for the routinely functioning system of politics. Moreover, if public journalism wishes to empower citizens, it needs to take the question of appearance seriously. It needs to actively produce the kind of accessible public sphere in which identity formation and interaction become possible for the public.

Finally, in the context of public journalism, it is fruitful to consider democracy in terms of participation and deliberation as Dewey and Habermas have suggested. This view builds on Rosen’s (1999, 299) idea that democracy is something that we, and not something that is done to us. Civic participation should thus be promoted also in its “weakest” sense, to encourage people to see “the political” nature of the everyday. However, it is useful to take into account that public journalism often functions in representative and administrative framework. I do not suggest that public journalism should give up its basis as seeing democracy in a participatory manner, but public journalism should openly recognize the contradiction – and difference in logics – between
the ideal and the realist democracy, so that it could more clearly identify itself as a form of public monitoring and promote civic participation in an effective manner. Indeed, this is the way in which public journalism can remain democratic and “political” without fearing to lose its credibility by getting too involved in the “politics”.

This elaborated understanding of public sphere theory challenges and takes a step away from previously dominant professional and journalism-centred view of public journalism. The above discussed understanding of the public sphere is also a normative-theoretical construct. In order to consider how this challenge takes place and how it is interpreted in practice, future studies need to turn to empirical evidence. Malmberg (2004, 58) summarizes Habermas by pointing out that he sees that mass communication can be both: a means to repress and a means to emancipate, and therefore, it is an empirical question to study when and where the media is repressive or emancipatory. Therefore, this normative-theoretical basis can act as a mirror against which public journalism practices may be analyzed, in order to evaluate what kind of publicness those practices actually promote.
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